BLACK BEAR BOUND
Are you excited to explore the Maine outdoors?
North Woods Adventure
August 23-August 25
$410

You can do both!
Go on the North Woods Adventure with Maine Bound during Bridge Week and join your RLE cohort for hands-on research and discovery when classes start.

How do you sign up?
Call Maine Bound at 207-581-1794 to sign up for the North Woods Adventure
Register for your RLE of choice (see eligible RLE’s below)
Email rle@maine.edu to waive your RLE fee

RESEARCH LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Are you participating in an RLE?
RLE 01: English 100
RLE 02: Successful Strategies for Visual Arts Majors
RLE 03: Education: Reflection and Action
RLE 04: ASCC Green Energy and Materials
RLE 05: Sustainable Wood Materials and Technology
RLE 10: Play with Your Food
RLE 12: Exploring our Campus Ecosystem
RLE 13: Lights and Buzzers and Motors! Oh My!